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We study a question of G. Lorentz and R. Lorentz about the singularity in the 
bivariate interpolation. Infinitely many new singular matrices are constructed which 
correspond to the Hermite interpolation with equal multiplicities. We find a 
geometrical interpretation which describes all singular matrices given by our 
method. Finally, simple sufficient conditions for singularity in the general case are 
given. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the classical interpolation problem in R”. Only notational 
difficulties separate the cases s >2 and s= 2 and all our results can be 
extended to R”, s > 2. Henceforth, we suppose that s = 2. 
Denote by flE(rW2) the set of all bivariate algebraic polynomials of the 
form P(x, y) = C Cs,mjES a,(x’/s!)( y”/m!), where (a,} are real coefficients 
and S := S, := {(s, m) : s + m 6 n, s, m are non-negative integers). 
Let Z= {zi}$‘=r = {(xi, yi)}fz=, be a set of distinct points in R2. Given 
the numbers ci,j,k and the multiplicities {vi>;= I we study the interpolation 
problem 
aj+kp 
w =, = ‘i,j,k for j+k<vi, i= 1, . . . . p, (1) 
where P(x, y) E 17, ( R2). 
The conditions (1) are usually described by the corresponding incidence 
matrices E,$ = (e,, j, k)(j,k) E s, where 
0 if j+k>vj 
ei,,.,k = 1 if j+kdvi’ 
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Following [l] we denote by E the collection of all matrices (~5’~~)) i.e.,
E= E,,@ ... OE,. (21 
Henceforth we suppose that the matrix E is normal, i.e., 
,tl (“:‘)=i”;‘). (3) 
Denote by D(E, 2) the determinant of the system (I) with respect o the 
unknowns (a,}. 
The matrix E is called singular if D(E, 2) = 0 for all Z. E is almost 
regular otherwise. 
G. Lorentz and R. Lorentz [2] posed the problem of complete charac- 
terization of the singular matrices in terms of the multiplicities (vi}:= 1. 
Despite the efforts expended to answer this question there are only a few 
examples known of singular matrices (see Cl, 21). We give in this paper 
general sufficient conditions for singularity. Using this results, we 
completely characterize the interpolation problem when 2 <p d 9. 
2. A METHOD FOR SINGULARITY 
We give first some preliminaries. 
We say that the polynomial P(x, v) has zero of multiplicity ce -t 13 0 at 
the point (x,, y,) = zO E [w2 if 
&f+kp 
~ =o 
axi ayk z. for j+k<a. 
In case cx = - 1 we stipulate that P(x,, yO) # 0. 
The next lemma follows easily from the Leibnitz formula for differentia- 
tion of products. 
LEMMA 1. Let the polynomials Q(x, y) and R(x, y) have zeros ofmulti- 
plicities L-X + 1 and /3 + 1 at Z,,E R2, respectively. Then Q(x, y)R(x, y) has 
zero of multiplicity CI + p + 2 at zO. 
Further, we make use of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let Z= {~~>f=~ be a set of distinct points in R2 and the 
integers r > 1 and aj> 0, j= 1, . . . . p satisfy the requirement 
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Then there exists a nontrivial polynomial Q(x, y) E IZ,.( [w2) which has zeros 
of multiplicities aj -I- 1 at the points zj. 
The next observation produces sufficient conditions for singularity. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a normal matrix of type (2). Zf there exist integer 
numbers q, {ri}yZl, {cx~)~=, TC1, 2dq<n, rj>l, a,k -1, and 
i$lCtjj2Vj+lpq for j=l,...,p, (4) 
ig, ri6n, (5) 
(6) 
then the matrix E is singular. 
ProoJ: Let 2 = {zi}P= I be an arbitrary set of distinct points in R2. By 
Lemma 2 and (6) for each i = 1, . . . . q there exists a nontrivial polynomial 
Qi(x, y) E I7JR’) which vanishes at the points (zj}P= 1 of multiplicities 
ati + 1, respectively. Consider the polynomial P(x, y) = Q 1 (x, y) Q2 (x, y ) . . . 
Qq(x, y). Clearly, P(x, y) is nontrivial and P(x, y) EII,([W~). An applica- 
tion of Lemma 1 and (4) shows that P(x, y) has a zero of multiplicity 
CF= I a,+ q 2 vi+ 1 at zj. Thus D(E, Z) = 0 for any Z. The proof is 
completed. 1 
The matrix E is said to be perfect singular (p-singular) if there exist 
integer numbers q, {ri}B,l, {cx~}~=~ PC1which satisfy the assumptions of 
Theorem 1. 
Without loss of generality we shall consider that (4) and (5) are 
equalities. Note that the condition (6) may be written in the form 
:l (~q+~)2i(rj+~)2+p+, i=l, . . . . 4. (7) 
Next we give a geometrical interpretation of our method which we shall 
use later. Denote by Kj c iRP the closed ball with center Ti( ( - 3/2, p}) E W 
and radius R,= J(ri+ 3/2)2 + (p -9)/4, where {m, p} means that m is 
repeated p times. 
We say that A, + . . . + A,,, is algebraic sum of Ai c [wp, i= 1, . . . . m if 
Al + ... +A,:={a,+ ... +a,:a,EAl,...,a,EA,). 
The following simple lemma can easily be verified. 
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LEMMA 3. The set K=K,+K,+ ... + K, is a closed ball with center 
tH4>Pl)E~P and radius R= R, t.. i R,. 
Thus using representations (7) we obtain 
COROLLARY 1. The matrix E of type (2) is p-singular tyand only if there 
exist natural numbers q > 2, { ri)q, 1, CT= 1 ri= n -such that the point 
(VI + 1 -4, . ..) vp + l-q) can be represented as a sum of the points with 
integer coordinates 3 - 1, zi + z2 + ... + zq, Z~E Kit [wp. 
The next theorem shows that if E is p-singular then we may choose 9 = 2 
in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a normal p-singular matrix of type (2). Then there 
exist integers ri> 1, i= 1, 2, 01~, Bj> - 1, j= 1, . . . . p such that 
ccj+pj=vj- 1, j= 1, ~..) p, 
r1+r2=n, 
ProoJ Since E is p-singular, there exists some integer numbers 
;i = (q, ri, clij) satisfying the requirement of Theorem 1. Our goal is to show 
that q can be chosen to be 2. We apply induction on 4. 
Assume that q = m > 2 in d. Now we find numbers A with smaller q. Let 
Z = (z,};= 1 be an arbitrary set of distinct points in R2. 
proof of Theorem 1 that there exist nontrivial polynomials QJx, y) E 
IZ,,(R’), i=l,..., m, which have zeros at zj of multiplicity aV+ 1. Moreover 
zj is a zero of P(x, y) = Q1 (x, y) . . . Q,(x, y) of multiplici 
Let i # k, 1 < i, k < m. It follows from Lemma 1 that 




for some i, k the problem is reduced to the case q = m - 1 because the 
numbers m- 1, rl, . . . . riel, ri+lr . . . . rkpl, T~+~, . ..) r,, r’, alj, ~.., CL,-~~, 
@i+ lj, ...f ak- lj, elk+ lj, ...? M,,~, ai, with CX~ = CX~+ crkj+ 1, r’ = ri + rk satisfy 
the assumptions of Theorem 1. So let us suppose that 
~+$+3)>(~+,;,+2), forevery i#k, 1 <i, k<m. (8) 
For fixed i, consider the polynomial Q, .. . QiP I Q, 1 . ‘. Q, of degree 
n - ri. By Lemma 1 it has zeros of multiplicities V~ - aU at the points zj. If 
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Cp=, (‘i+~Pail)+l<(nP~+2), we set q=2, r’=ri, r” = n - ri, ai = u B ' 
/Ii = vi - 1 - clii and the problem is reduced to q = 2. So, let us suppose that 
i (v’+~y’g)2(nV~+2), forevery l<i<m. (9) 
j=l 
It follows from condition (6) and (8) that 
P 
= (( j=l 
‘~+~+3)-(‘ij~2)p(Rkj~2)) 
~(ri+~+2)-(ri~2)~(,.z+z)+2 
for each pair i, k, if k. After some straightforward transformations the 
above inequality takes the form 
f (crij+I)(cr,j+I)~rirk+l, forevery i#k. 
j=l 
(10) 
Similarly, from (3) and (9) we get 
jl ((“:‘)-( Vj+~-~~))~(n~2)-(n-::+2) 
and hence 
j$l(Ujj+l) j+l-- (V :)<ri(n-q), l<i<m. (11) 
But CT= I (akj + 1) = vi + 1 according to (4). Thus (11) becomes 
f i (@ij+l)(Ukj+l)+ i 
E j=l 
j=l (“~‘)<ri(n-!&$). 
Now, using (10) and (5), we obtain 
kgl (rirk+l)+jgl (aq12)<rj( f r,+F) 
k=l 
kfi k#i 
which is reduced to 
,jll (av;2)+M<(r’;2), l<i<m, (12) 
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where M= m. Remark that (12) is stronger than (6) because m stands 
here instead of 1. Thus repeating this argument again starting with (12) 
instead of (6) we would get an inequality of type (12) with 
M= (m - 1)(2m- l)+ 1. Now it is clear that this procedure leads to (12) 
with arbitrary large M, thus to a contradiction. The theorem is proved. 
Using Corollary 1 and Theorem 2 we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. The matrix E of type (2) is p-singular if and only if there 
exist natural numbers r1 and r2, r1 + r2 =n such that the point M(v, - 1, 
v* - 1, . ..) vP - 1) can be represented as a- sum X(x,, . . . . xP) + Y(y,, .~I, y,), 
XEK~, YEK~, andxjZ -1, yj> -1 are integers. 
If the matrix E is p-singular then A4 E K = K, + K2. Thus, from Lemma 3, 
we derive the following 
COROLLARY 3. If the matrix E is p-singular then there exists a natural 
number rl <n - 1 such that 
R,+R,> 
where r2 = n - rl and 
(13) 
3. HERMITIAN CASE OF EQUAL MULTIPLICITIES 
Suppose here that v 1 = . . . = vP = v, i.e., the matrices of the type 
E=E,@ ... BE,--ptimes, VZO (15) 
will be considered. We shall find necessary and sufficient conditions 
for p-singularity and will describe all p-singular matrices with equal 
multiplicities. The matrix E is supposed to be normal, i.e., 
p (v;‘) =(“:“>. (161 
It is interesting to find the set of non-negative integers (n, v) which satisfy 
(16). Clearly, for such (n, v), 
(2n + 3)2-p(2v + 3)2 = 1 --pi flV 
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Then set x = 2n + 3, y = 2v + 3. Thus (17) takes the form 
x2 -py* = 1 -p. (18) 
This is a well known Diophantine equation. Its solutions 
x = ax’ + pby’ 
y = uy’ + bx’ 
(19) 
are found on the basis of the solutions (a, b) of the famous Pell’s equation 
(see C41) 
a2 -pb* = 1, (20) 
where (x’, y’) is a particular solution of (18). It is proved in [4] that all 
integer solutions of (18) are obtained from some finite class of particular 
solutions (x’, y’) by formulae (19). On the other hand, the non-negative 
integer solutions of (20) when & is not integer are 
b,=- ’ ((al,+b,~~)“-(a,-bo~)“), 
2& 
m 2 0, where (a,, b,) is the minimal positive solution of (20). Clearly, 
particular solutions of (18) are x’ = 1, y’ = 1 and x’= - 1, y’ = 1. Then the 
following sequences 
x,=a,+pb, XL= -a,+pb, 
ym=am+bm yk=a,-b ’ 
ma1 
M 
are solutions of (18). When p = 2 and p = 3 the above sequences coincide 
(see [4]). Then IZ = (x - 3)/2, v = (y - 3)/2 where x, y Z 3 are odd integer 
solutions of (18). 
It follows by Corollary 2 that the matrix E of type (15) is p-singular if 
and only if the point A({v- 1, p}) can be represented as a sum X+ Y, 
XE K, , YE K2 with integer coordinates, y1 + r2 = n, and Ri is given by (14). 
Lemma 3 implies that K, + K2 = K( T( { - 3, p > ), R = R, + RJ. 
Now, we calculate the point M( (m, p}) with maximal equal integer 
coordinates which is sum X+ Y, XE K1, YE K2 with integer coordinates. 
Let si= ({Si, P}) EQi, Si> -1, S=({s,p}) E G’, s > - 2, where rrj and (r are 
the spheres with center Ti and radius Ri, i = 1,2, and T and R, respectively. 
Obviously si = RJ& - 312 and s = R/A - 3 = s1 + s2. 
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Remark 1. Let U(( {c, pj), T) c [wP be the closed ball with center 
({c, p>) and radius Y. Then (zi, ..,, zP) E U if and only if CT= i zJ” < 
Y’ -pc2 + 2c CT= i zj. Suppose now that CT= i zj is constant and denote t 
right-hand side of the last inequality by C. This means that in this case 
CZ 1 > ..., zP) E U if and only if CT= I z; d C. 
Remark 2. It is clear that Cj’= I xj takes its minimal value at the point 
((k,p-a), (k+l,cc}) provided xi< . ..<x., C$‘=lxj=kp+a is a 
constant, where xi, k, CI are integers. 
Using Remark 1 and Remark 2 one can easily prove 
LEMMA 4. The point M({m, p}) can be represented as a sum Xi- %“, 
XE K,, YE K2 with integer coordinates if and only if there exist integers 
(~1, . . . . x,kK,, (~1, . . . . y,) E K2, such that C$‘= 1 (xj + yj) = mp. 
Let ai be the maximal integer such that 0 < ai<p, Xj( ( [Isi], p-a,>, 
([sJ + 1, ai}) E Ki. F or example, cli can be found in the following way. The 
fact Xi E Ki implies that 
(p-Cli)( [Si] + $)‘+ a,( [Si] + s)‘< Rf. 
Therefore 
ai = R; -p( [si] + 3/2)2 
I[ 
= R~-P(CRiI&-3/21+ WI2 
2[Si] + 4 2[Rd&3:2] +4 
(21 g 
Note that X, and X, are the points with integer coordinates in K, an 
K2, respectively, which have the maximal sums of their coordinates” 
Therefore by Lemma 4 we get the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4. Let ai be given by (21). Then the point M= ((m, p>), 
has maximal equal integer coordinates among the integer points X+ I’, 
XE K,, YE K2. 
The next theorem gives necessary and sufficient condition for 
p-singularity. 
THEOREM 3. The matrix E of type (15) is p-singular if and only ~7 there 
exists a natural number rl <n - 1 such that 
>v-I, (22) 
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where rz=n-rI, R,=,,/(ri+ 3/2)*-t (p-9)/4 and aj is given by (21), 
i= 1,2. 
ProoJ: If the matrix E of type (15) is p-singular then the assertion is 
obvious. 
Now, suppose that there exists a natural number r1 <n - 1 and (22) 
holds. If m=[s,]+[s,]+l then ({[s,],p--a,}, {[sl]+l,a,))+ 
(( [s2] + 1, p - a,}, ([s,], ml}) = A( {m, p}) and the claim holds. So, let us 
assume that [s~]+[s,]>v--1. But v>O and therefore -ldv-l< 
[sl]+[s2]. Let X,=((k-l,p)), k=O,..., [s,]+l and Y,=({l-l,p}), 
I = 0, . ..) [sz] + 1. Clearly X, E K1 and Y, E K2. We have 
{X~+Y~:Odkd[s~]+l,Odl~~s~l+1) 
= {((“A PI): -2GG CSII + Cs21). 
Thus the theorem is proved. 1 
Using Theorem 3, we describe all p-singular matrices of type (15). 
Consider separately the following two cases. 
Z. Let p < 9. Note that if p = 4 and p = 9 then Eq. (17) has no integer 
solutions v > 0, IZ > 1. 
Now we show that if p #4, p f9, and p < 9 then all matrices of the 
type (15) are singular except for a few examples. To see this we wish to 
apply Theorem 3. Motivated by Theorem 2, a guess for the number rl 
comes from the smallest nonnegative integer solutions to 
(23) 




For this to be a non-negative integer, we take the positive square root and 
need 4r2 + 12r +p = q*p, where q is an odd integer. Then ,u = ( - 3 + q)/2. 
Finally, we solve the quadratic 4r2 + 12r = (q2 - 1)p for its positive root: 
r = ( - 3 + d-)/2. Since the equations for p and r are 
monotonic in q, the desired solutions result from the smallest nonnegative 
odd integer q that produces integer solutions to both equations. The results 
are shown in Table I. 
Write (23) in the form 
(24) 
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TABLE I 
p 2 3 5 6 1 8 
I 1 3 2 12 21 48 
p 0 1 0 4 I 16 
D 1 3 1 6 7 8 
We wish to consider Theorem 3 in case rl = r and ai is given by (21). 





(r+3/2)*+(~-9)/4-~(~+3/2)* a = 
1 2p++ 
[(a, + ~)/p] = [x2/p] = 0 because 0 < CI* <p. Placing these numbers in 
(22), we find that Theorem 3 holds for y1 = Y if and only if 
r<?Z--1 and PI 
Comparing (16) and (23), we find r < II - 1 if and only if v > p. Using the 
equation for R, given in Theorem 3, by squaring the second equation we 
find that (25) is equivalent to v > p and 
or 
Using (17) this last inequality is equivalent to 
Since p(p + 1)’ +p(p + 1) = r2 + 3r by (24), we set 
D:=3r-p(/L+l)=p(p+t)*-r2 and y=2v+3 (27) 
(the numbers D are computed in Table I). Therefore, (26) is equivalent to 
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which is a valid inequality since p(p + 1) Y > 3p(p + 1)(2(,u + 1) + 3) > 
D + 2. Therefore, squaring (28) and making use of (17), we find that 
Theorem 3 applies with y1 = r if and only if v > p and 
hp(y):=Dy2-2(p+l)y(D+2)+((D+2)2+(p-l)r2)/p~0 (29) 
for every Y > 2(~ + 1) + 3. In other words, all matrices of the type (15) with 
v 2 p + 1 are p-singular if and only if (29) holds. It remains to show that 
(29) does hold. Since D > 0 (see Table I), h,(Y) has its minimum value at 
(/A+1) 1,; <2(/~+1)+3=:Y,. 
( > 
(30) 
Therefore, hp( Y) increases on [Y,,, co) and consequently, (29) holds if 
h,(Y,) > 0. The latter can be verified by Table I. 
We obtain from all these observations the following conclusions. 
1. If p = 2 all matrices E such that v 3 1 are singular. Putting p = 2 in 
(18) we get x2 - 2Y2 = - 1. It follows from [4] that this Diophantine equa- 
tion has an infinite sequence of integer solutions which is derived from the 
particular solution (1, 1) by formulae (19). Obviously these solutions are 






b,=- ’ ((3+2,,$“-(3-2fi)“), 
2Jz 
are the positive solutions of the equations of Pell a2 - 2b2 = 1. Conse- 
quently, 
x,-3 Yrn-3 
n =-F vm=2’ m 
ma1 (31) 
define all normal matrices in this case and all these matrices are singular. 
We list below some of them for small m: 
m=l n,=2 m=2 n,=19 
VI = 1 v,=13 
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(the result (n,, vi) was obtained by G. and R. Lore&z [Z]) 
m=3 113 = 118 m=4 n4 = 695 
vj = 83 v,=491. 
2. If p = 3 all matrices which satisfy v 2 2 are singular. In this case 
(18) takes the form x2 - 3y2 = -2. By [4] this equation has an infinite 
sequence of integer solutions which is derived from (1, I) by formulae (19). 





a, = t ((2 + J?)” + (2 - $)m), 
b,=- l ((2+J3”-c2-J3ml> 
0 
are the positive solutions of a2 - 2b2 = 1. All normal matrices are obtained 
from (31). The matrices (n,, v,), m>2 are singular and evidently (n,, vl) 
is almost regular. We present here some of the small values of these 
parameters. 
m=l n1 = 1 m=2 n,=8 
VI =o v* = 4 
m=3 n3 = 34 m=4 n4. = 131 
v3 = 19 vq = 15. 
This case was considered indepenently by Le Mehaute [S]. 
3. If p = 5 all matrices such that v > 1 are singular. The Diophantine 
equation x2 - 5y2 = -4 has four sequences of solutions which are derive 
from (1, l), (-1, l), (4,2), (-4,2) but only the first and the second 
particular solutions yield odd solutions by (19). Consequently 
where 
xm=a,+5b, XL= -a,+5b, 
y,=a,+b, yL=a,-b ’ 
m> 1, 
m 
b,=- l ((9+4&=-(9-4&)“)‘ 
0 
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All normal matrices (n,, v,) and (nk, vk) are obtained from (x,, y,J and 
(XL, y&), m 2 1, respectively by (31) and all these matrices are singular. We 
list below some of them for small m: 
m=l n1= 13 
I I 
n; =4 
VI=5 v; = 1 
((n;, vi) was obtained by G. and R. Lorentz [2]) 
4. If p = 6 all matrices which satisfy v > 5 are singular. The equation 
x2 - 6y2 = - 5 has two sequences of odd solutions. All normal matrices are 
givenbyn,=~(a,+6b,-3),v,=~(a,+b,-3)andnl,=~(-a,+6b,-3), 
&=+(a,--bb,-3), m31, where 
a, = f ((5 + 2 JZ)” + (5 - 2 &)m), 
b,=- ’ ((5+2,/k)“-(5-2&)“). 
2$ 
The matrices (n,, v,) and (n;, vk), m 2 2 are singular. It was proved in [2] 
that (n,, vl) and (nl,, vi) are almost regular. We present here some of these 
matrices for small m: 
5. If p = 7 all matrices of type (15) such that v 3 8 are singular. All 
normal matrices (n,, v,) and (nk, vL) are obtained from 
x, = a, + 7b,,, XL= -a,+7b; 





b,=- ’ ((8+3J?)m-(8-3t/?)“) 
2fi 
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by formulae (31). The matrices (II,, v,) and (nk, vk), m>2 are singular. 
G and R. Lorentz proved in [2] that (n;, vi) is almost reguZar. Ii may be 
proved that (n,, vl) is almost regular, too. A list of these matrices for small 
m is given below: 
6. If p = 8 all matrices such that v > 17 are 
matrices (TZ,, v,) and (nL, vk) are obtained from 
v, = ;(a* + b, - 3) and n; = f( -a, + 8b, - 3), 
m = 2, 4, 6, . . . . where 
a,,,=i((3+Ji)“+(3-,‘ii)“), 
singular. All normal 
n, = +(a, f 8b, - 3), 
vl, = $L - b, - 319 
b,= 1 --((3+Ji)“-(3-Ji)“). 
Lb 
It is easy to check that if m is odd then y,,, is an even number. The matrices 
(%l, Y,) and (nh, vk), m 3 4 are singular. It may be proved that (n,, vz) 
and (II;, v;) are almost regular: 
m=2 n,=31 n;=14 m=4 n4= 1103 a(,=526 
v2 = 10 v;=4 I I v4 = 389 vi = 185 
m=6 n6 = 37,519 nk = 17,918 
v6 = 13,264 vk = 6334. 
The above results show that the conjecture of G and R. Lorevltz is not true 
(see PI). 
II. Let p > 10. We shall show that the necessary condition from 
Corollary 3 does not hold. In the case of equal multiplicities (13) takes the 
form 
LEMMA 5. Let c 2 2p, > 0 and /I: + a 3 0 be real numbers. The function 
fix)=JzG+.&q- x + a, x E [PI, c - b1 ] takes its maximal value: $6 
cz>O atpoints x=B1, x=c-/I,; ifa< atpoint x=c/2. 
The proof is elementary. We omit it. 
640/70/1-5 
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Applying Lemma5 for x=r+3/2, x~[3/2,n+3/2], a=(~-9)/470, 
and c = n + 3 it follows that the expression of the left hand of the inequality 
(32) takes its maximal value when r = 0. Using (17) we get 
Consequently, we have proved that there does not exist a natural number 
Y < n - 1 which satisfies (32). Thus if p > 10 there are no p-singular matrices. 
4. HERMITIAN CASE OF ARBITRARY MULTIPLICITIES 
AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR SINGULARITY 
In this section we consider normal matrices of type (2) and the question 
for singularity will be treated again. Define a translation 4: ({z, p> ) --f 
({z + 3, p}). Thus ((-3,P}F+ O({O,P)), wvl-L...~v,-lF+ 
M’(v, + 2, . ..) v,+2), K(({-3, P)),R~+R~)A K’(({O, P>>, RI+&). Let 
K;(O, R,), K;(O, R2), Kt(M’, R2) be the closed balls with centers 0, 0, 
M’ and radii R,, R,, R,, respectively. 
LEMMA 6. The normal matrix E of type (2) is p-singular if and only if 
there exists a natural number rl < [n/2] such that there is a point of type 
(x1 + ;, . . . . xp+i) in the K’,nK;‘, where xi are integers j = 1, . . . . p, 
r2 = n - r1 and Ri is given by (14). 
Proof: Let E be a p-singular matrix. Then there exists a natural number 
rl < [n/2] such that M=z, +z2, Z~E K,(T,, RJ, i= 1,2. Denote by 
Ki’ = Ki+ (($3 P}), zi = zi+({$,p}). We show that z;EK;nKc. 
Evidently, z; E K’, and z; is of type (x1 + $, . . . . xP + 1). On the other hand 
-ZiEK; and K$ = K2 + M’. According to this -z; + M’ E K;. But 
z1 + z2 = M implies z; + z; = M’. Thus -2; + M’ = z;. 
Let us suppose that there exist rl < [n/2] such that (xi + k, . . . . 
x,+$)EK;nK;. Obviously (xi + 4, . . . . xP + f) + Y(yi + $, . . . . yP + f) = 
M(v, + 2, . . . . vP + 2) where yj= vi-xi+ 1 are integers. XE K;’ implies 
CT= 1 (vi - xi + s)’ d Rz and consequently YE K; . It remains to establish 
that xj> 0, yj> 0, j= 1, . . . . p. To this aim set 
xj’ = 0, y; = vj + 1 if xi<0 
y;=o, x;=vj+l if y,<O 2 j= 1, ..‘) p. 
x,=xj, y;=yj if ~~20 and y,>O 
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If x,<O then Ix~+~l=$<Ixj+~I, yi>l and yi+$=yj+xj+i<yj+i. 
Similarly if y,<O then lxi+$I<ixj+$ and Iy,‘+$<lyi+iI. From 
Remark 1 and Remark 2 it follows that X’(x; + 4, ...9 xb + $) EM; an 
Y’(yi + 4, . ..) y; + 4, E K;. 1 
Lemma 6 gives us opportunity to check algorithmically the p-singularity 
of E. An effective algorithm can be written which checks if there is a point 
of type (x1 + i, . . . . xP + i) in the section of two closed balls. 
Henceforth it will be supposed that v 1 < . . . < vP. Now, using Lemma 6, 
we find sufficient conditions for singularity. When y1 = 1 then 
Jm. Note that /({i,p-21, i, $)[I =Jm= 1, where l/xl/ is the 
Euclidean norm in Rp and ({ 4, p - l}, 2) I$ K;. Co~seq~e~t~y~ E is 
p-singular if and only if ({ $, p - 2}, z, +) E Kl, i.e., 
Using the normality of E, we write the above inequality in the form 
v,-,+v,3n. (331 
The sufficient condition (33) is very strong when p is a small number. 
Using (33) we completely characterize the Hermitian interpolation problem 
with arbitrary multiplicities in the case p = 2, 3, 4. This will be proved in 
the following simple geometrical way. 
A. Let p = 2 and E be a matrix of type (2j, where 0 < vi<n - I, 
i = 1,2. The normality of E means that I S,j = IS,, I + [??,,,I. Suppose that 
v1 + v2 < y1- 1, i.e., (vl + 1) + (v, + 1) <n + 1. This inequality shows that if 
we move S,, into the triangle with vertices (n - vl, 0), (n, 0), (n - vl, vl) 
(see Fig. 1) then S,, and S,, are disjoint sets. Obviously (0, n) $ S,, i = 1, 2. 
(0). 
FIGURE 1 
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This is a contradiction with the normality of E. Thus vI + v2 z n and we 
conclude that ifp = 2 all matrices of type (2) are singular. 
This assertion can be proved directly. Let Z~E a8’, i= 1,2 be distinct 
arbitrary points. Consider the line Q(x, y) = Ax + By + C, where z1 E Q and 
z2 E Q. Then P(x, y) = Q(x, y)” is a nontrivial polynomial, which has zeros 
of multiplicities vi+ 1 at zi, P(x, y) E II,( and our claim is proved. 
Remark that the second proof holds for arbitrary Birkhoff matrices 
Ei= (ei,j,,)o,j,, which satisfy ei,j,k = 0 ifj + k = n, i = 1, 2. Thus, we obtain 
the following necessary condition for almost regularity. 
COROLLARY 5. If E, 0 E, is almost regular then there exist integers 
O<j, k<n, j+k=n which satisfy e,,j,k+e,,j,kZ 1. 
But the next simple example shows that this condition is not sufficient. 
EXAMPLE. 
The matrix E is singular although it satisfies the conditions of Corollary 5. 
Moreover, it satisfies the Polya condition, too (see Cl]). 
B. Let p= 3 and E be a matrix of type (2). Suppose that n32 and 
therefore v3 2 1. Assume that v2 + v3 d n - 1, i.e., 
(v,+l)+(v,+l)<n+l. (34) 
As in the previous case, we move S,, into a triangle with vertices 
(n-v*, 0), (n, 0), (n-vv2, v2) (see Fig. 2) and S,, into the triangle with 
FIGURE 2 
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vertices (0, n-v,), (0, n), (vl, n -vl). It follows from (34) that S,, are 
disjoint sets but (v,, vg)$Syi, i= 1, 2, 3. Hence IS,1 > IS,,I + /S,,I + [&‘,,,I 
and a contradiction. Thus v2 + vg >n and we conclude that if p = 3 aU 
matrices of type (2) are singuIar except the almost regular matrix n = 1, 
v,=v,=v,=o. 
C. Let p = 4 and E be matrix of type (2). As in the previous case, we 
get that all normal matrices such that vj + vq 6 n - 1 are given by 
n=Zk+l, v,=v,=v,=k, v,=k-1 and n=2k, vq=k, v2=v3=v1= 
k - 1. Using the method of shifts of G. and R. Lorentz, it may be prove 
that the above matrices are almost regular. So, if p = 4, we conclude t 
all matrices of type (2) are singular except matrices vj = v2 = v1 = k - 1, 
vq=k, n=2k and vq=v3=v2=k, v,=k-1, n=Zk+l, k an arbitrary 
natural number, which are almost regular. 
Next, we find another sufficient condition for singularity when p 3 5. If 
r,=ZthenR,=,,/pm.But ll((~,~--5}, (5,5})li=R,.Consequently 
E is p-singular if ((i, p - 51, (;, 5 >) E K;‘. After some transformation, we 
obtain the sufficient condition 
V ~-4+vp-~+vYp-*2vVp-~+vVp~22n-3. (35) 
Obviously, using the same method we may get many other sufficient 
conditions for singularity. 
Our conjecture is that the set of singular matrices coincides with the set of 
p-singular matrices. 
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